Online Media has its power in delivering message if it is compared with conventional media like newspaper and magazine. This research intended to show how
Introduction
The Development of communication and Information technology rapidly in the Globalization era has been changing the world in every aspect of life. 
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As in the case of media has its development from printed media till the entry of online media to Indonesia at around the year 1990.
As with the internet growth, many features are basically made online. Newspaper for example in the current era started publishing their news or article basically online in spite of its velocity. News in which constructed and separated by mass media in Indonesia is been on sale, message in the news is produced by capitalism commodity which is sold for profit by those elite to whom as mass media authority regime. So they are free to determine certain construction reality for their sake.
Merdeka.com is one of the online news site which is a part network site of kapanlagi.com. Merdeka.com is built up by Steve Christian in 2011 with investment by Sugeng Wiyono from Trikomsel. Merdeka.com is one of the news coverage at twenty top site in Alexa.com ranking (www.Wikipedia.com). Every media has its own ideology and rules in covering a news included Merdeka.com. News with same theme could be presented with different style depends on its point of view in which chosen by the media or its media idealism.
Within various news in Merdeka.com, the news issue related with violence to woman is the issue that no longer strange. Woman is a social creature that susceptible with exploitation and violence in lots of reason from whatever media. In Feminism, Media represented lots of issue in related with woman. On many media gender literature, media has become a judge that most accurate in viewing woman sexuality. Media considered themselves right and valid in exploiting woman sexuality for the sake of man-reader satisfaction. Media displayed woman at the subordinate position and in inferior condition compared with man. We can easily find and watch that media consume the opposition word to woman. There are only two attribution attached to woman such as "fine woman" and "unfine woman". 
Research Method
Research Approach, In analyzing the data, this study used a qualitative approach.
According to Neuman (2001: 108), it's an approach that associated with the form of the text and also used to describe in details. It can know that the data for analysis related to words rather than numbers. The characteristics of the qualitative approach itself was suggested by Dornyei as the interpretative analysis that underlying deeper meaning of the data (Dornyei: U2007). Based on that explanation, this approach is suitable to be applied in this study because it examined about the violence of women in online media that is explained through the description and subjective interpretation. To find the result, the writer needs to describe the discourse structure and then interpret violence of the women in Merdeka.com. So that, the qualitative approach is suitable to answer the research question in this study.
Technique of Data Collection, Data in qualitative research is data in form of words, sentences or narration (Kriyantono, 2006: 37) . In this study, the primary data is to woman. Merdeka.com as a mass media pillar in democracy has responsibility to report those imbalance things against human rights especially in breaking down many woman exploitation including fight for the woman humanity so they can be equal with men and lastly free from pancultural generality.
According to Merdeka.com, if the violence actor did not reported -it can make more toxic masculinity predators free to activate and to commit violence. By presenting the news event, it can be a trigger for the security steps to aware and make more action to combat to those woman violence actor.
Besides, there are many factors that begun from patriarchy system that longlasting in considering woman as a second humankind caused the priority to man is given more dignitary in resulting woman always treated as an object rather than subject. The condition of this constructed patriarchy society in which encourage woman vulnerable in violence. The gender belief system also has a heavy influence in the news of woman violence at home. Belief and the idea about man superiority to woman still condensed in the culture of Indonesia society that stimulate many oppression to woman and in any case happen certain ups and downs at home, it is always woman whom first subordinated. The gender belief system included those stereotype to woman and many gender inequalities attitude on woman role and their behavior.
It is very important for the Indonesia society given equality gender education since the early age so they can more respective to woman and permitting woman to enhance their rights and potential to be equal with men in reducing woman violence.
Conclusions
After analyzing the data using Critical Discourse Analysis by Van Dijk, the result of this research showed that Discourse text in the news "Butuh modal nikah, Cucu rampok The Social context dimension in the text represented men superior behavior towards women that always subordinate women at home. Merdeka.com in its daily news should be more woman-empowering and anti woman-silence in order to maintain as a media of harmony and sustainability in this digital era.
